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List of Abbreviations 

 
AG Attorney General 

AGC Attorney General’s Chambers 

AML Anti-Money Laundering 

AMLC Anti-Money Laundering 
Committee 

AUSTRAC Australian Transaction Reports 
and Analysis Centre 

CATC Compliance Association of the 
Turks and Caicos (Islands) 

CFATF Caribbean Financial Action Task 
Force 

CFT Combating the Financing of 
Terrorism 

CO Compliance Officer 

CSP Company Services Provider 

DNFBPs Designated Non-Financial 
Businesses and Professions 

FATF Financial Action Task Force 

FCU Financial Crime Unit 

FIA Financial Intelligence Agency 

FIC Financial Intelligence Centre 

FIs Financial Institutions 

FIU Financial Intelligence Unit 

FIUTT Financial Intelligence Unit 
Trinidad and Tobago 

FSC Financial Services Commission 

JAFIC Japan Financial Intelligence 
Centre 

LEA Law Enforcement Agency 

ML Money laundering 

MLCO Money Laundering Compliance 
Officer 

MLRO Money Laundering Reporting 
Officer 

MOU Memorandum of 
Understanding 

MSB Money Services Business 

POCO Proceeds of Crime Ordinance 

RTCIPF Royal Turks and Caicos Islands 
Police Force 

SAR Suspicious Activity Report 

STR Suspicious Transaction Report 

TCI Turks and Caicos Islands 

TF Terrorist Financing 
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Director’s Message 
 

The Financial Intelligence Agency continued 

its thrust to live up to its mandate as an 

Agency which has a key role to play in the 

Anti Money Laundering/ Combating the 

Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) regime.  

In November 2016, the Agency relocated to 

its new office located in Cabot House 

Graceway Plaza Providenciales. This has 

provided the staff with spacious 

accommodation and a fitted-out space that 

helps us to achieve compliance with regional 

and international standards regarding 

security of documents, data and access to 

same and a comfortable space from which 

Agency staff can carry out their work. We 

also welcomed our new Chair Ms. Edith Cox 

who has a wealth of knowledge in Finance 

and Accounting and the energy and drive to 

take the Agency forward. 

The year (2016/17) saw an increase in the 

number of Suspicious Activity Reports 

submitted to the FIA and an increase in 

requests for assistance from local law 

enforcement agencies and our international 

counterparts. These requests along with 

ongoing analysis of prior reports have kept 

the FIA’s small team significantly engaged in 

the process of conducting proper and quality 

analysis that supports money laundering/ 

terrorist financing investigations.  

Continuous development and enhancement 

are required in any modern entity that hopes 

to remain relevant, to this end the FIA is no 

different as it continued to seek out 

programs that could help to enhance its 

work. In March 2017, the Agency acquired 

and trained its staff in the use of Altia - a 

financial analysis program that facilitates 

scanning, import, adjusting, saving and 

export of financial records information. This 

has significantly reduced the time taken to 

conduct analysis of financial records and 

reduces incidences of errors which could 

occur during the previous manual processes 

used.  

 

It is projected that within the next fiscal year the 

Agency will realise its growth to become fully 

staffed. This will be greatly needed as we 

prepare for the 4th round Mutual Evaluation of 

the Turks and Caicos Islands (TCI) and its 

Technical Compliance and Effectiveness in the 

implementation of the Financial Action Task 

Force 40 international standards on Combating 

Money Laundering and the Financing of 

Terrorism. It is expected that the TCI will have its 

on site assessment conducted by the Caribbean 

Financial Action Task Force (CFATF) which is a 

FATF Style Regional Body (FSRB) during the last 

quarter of 2017/18 (March 2018). To this end the 

FIA will be engaged in an enhanced number of 

activities as the Agency and the TCI prepare for 

this important assessment of its Anti Money 

Laundering and Combating the Financing of 

Terrorism (AML/CFT) systems. 

 

Dwayne Baker 

Director 

 

ENDS 
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SAR/STR Disclosures 
In keeping with Government reporting 

standards, the statistics in this report are based 

on the fiscal year, beginning 1st April 2016 and 

ending March 31st 2017. As such, all annual 

reports henceforth will be based on the fiscal 

year. 

During the year 2016/17, the FIA received 79 

SARs/STRs. This number represents an increase 

of 37 or 88% when compared to the previous 

fiscal year 2015/16 (46 SARs/STRs). 

During the period, the Money Service Businesses 

(MSBs) sector accounted for the majority of 

SARs/STRs submitted to the FIA with 38 or 48% 

and Commercial Banks accounted for 26 or 33% 

of the reports. Together these two sectors 

accounted for 64 or 81% of the reports  

submitted to the FIA during the reviewed period. 

The remainder of the reports came from 

Company Service Providers CSPs, Law Firms, 

Trust Companies, Insurance Companies/Brokers, 

Real Estate Agencies/Agents, Private Banks and 

Other1. Table 1 shows a comparison of the 

disclosures to the FIA by fiscal year from 2014/15 

to 2016/17. 

During the period under review there was a 

noticeable increase in disclosures received by 

the FIA from Commercial Banks (26), an increase 

of 19 or 271%. MSBs (38) saw an increase of 10 

or 36% compared to the same period in 2015/16 

and an increase of 1800%. Following the period   

2014/2015, there has been a continuous 

increase in reports from MSBs. Disclosures made 

by CSPs (7) increased by 6 or 600% when 

compared to the period 2015/16. This increase 

can be attributed to onsite inspections 

                                                           
1 The “Other” category includes information received 
from private individuals and other sources which do 
not fall under the reporting requirement. 

conducted by the Turks and Caicos Islands 

Financial Services Commission (FSC) during the 

same period as there was a correlated increase 

in reports following those examinations. 

Law Firms (4) saw an increase of 3 or 300% when 

compared to the previous period 2015/16 (1). 

Real Estate Agencies/Agents and Other 

submitted one disclosure each to the FIA which 

was an increase of 100% when compared to the 

previous period 2015/16 where there were no 

reports submitted under those categories. Trust 

Companies made two disclosures to the FIA 

during the period under review consistent with 

the past three fiscal years. 

Overall, there has been a decline in submissions 

from Designated Non-Financial Businesses and 

Professions (DNFBPs)2 when compared to 

submissions by Financial Institutions (FIs3) which 

continue to submit the majority of SARs/STRs; 

MSBs being the major contributor within that 

category.  

Table 1 Shows SARs/STRs received by the FIA by Fiscal year and 

Sector between from 2014/15 to 2016/17. 

Reporting Entities 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Financial Institutions    

Money Services Business 2 28 38 
Commercial Banks 16 7 26 

DNFBPs    

Company Service Provider 3 1 7 

Insurance Company/Broker 2 0 0 

Law Firms 6 1 4 
Private Banks 0 3 0 

Real Estate Agency/Agent 0 0 1 

Other 2 0 1 

Trust Companies 2 2 2 

Total Reports Disclosed 33 42 79 
Table 1 – Source: FIA-TC 

2 DNFBPs – Include Law Firms, Company Service 
Providers, Insurance Companies, Real Estate Agents 
and Trust Companies. 
3 FIs- Financial Institutions: This includes commercial 
banks, private banks and Money Service Businesses. 
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Chart 1 – Source: FIA-TCI 
 

Chart 1 above shows a comparison of reports 

disclosed to the FIA by sectors by fiscal year 

from 2014/15 to 2016/17. MSBs and 

Commercial Banks made the most submissions 

during 2016/17. This was also the case during 

2015/16. MSBs and Commercial Banks 

accounted for 81% of the disclosures made to 

the FIA during the fiscal year 2016/17. This is an 

increase of 29 or 83% when compared to the 

previous period (35). Overall, the other 

categories of reporting entities have not been 

very active over the past three (3) years. 

 

FIs and DNFBPs Comparison (Year on 

Year) 
During the period 2016/17, FIs and DNFBPs 

submitted 78 or 99% of the SARs/STRs reported 

to the FIA. One disclosure was submitted via an 

entity under the “Other” category. There has 

been a significant increase of 36 or 86% by 

DNFBPs when compared to the same period in 

2015/16 (42). 

Of the 79 SARs/STRs submitted, FIs accounted 

for 64 or 82% of the total reports. MSBs 

accounted for 38 or 59% of these disclosures. 

The remaining 41% came from the Commercial 

Banks. There was an increase of 36 or 86% in 

SARs/STRs submitted by FIs and DNFBPs in 

2016/17 when compared to 2015/16 (42 

SARs/STRs) and a further increase of 47 or 151% 

when compared to the same period in 2014/15.  

DNFBPs saw an increase of 10 or 250% when 

compared to the same period in 2015/16 (4 

SARs/STRs); Company Service Providers (CSPs) 

accounted for 7 or 50% of those submissions and 

Law Firms 4 or 29%. Together both sectors 

accounted for 11 or 79% of those reports and the 

remaining 21% were from the Real Estate 

Agency/Agent sector at 7% and 2 or 14% from 

the Trust Company sector. During the reviewed 
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period 2016/17, there were no disclosures from 

the following sectors: Accountants, Casinos and 

High-Value Dealers, which fall under the DNFBPs 

category. 

Charts 2 and 3 show a breakdown of the 

disclosures by sector from the FIs and DNFBPs 

during the fiscal years 2014/15, 2015/16 and 

2016/17.

 

 
Chart 2 – Source: FIA-TCI 
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Chart 3 – Source: FIA-TCI 

Chart 4 – Source: FIA-TCI 
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Disposition of SARs/STRs 
During the fiscal year 2016/17, the FIA 

conducted analysis on 79 SARs/STRs. From this 

ongoing analysis, 4 intelligence reports were 

disseminated 3 of which were disseminated to 

overseas FIUs, and the other to the Royal Turks 

and Caicos Islands Police Force. Those 

intelligence reports were related to possible 

Money Laundering offences. 

 

 ACTION TAKEN 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 

Number of SARs/STRs 
received 

33 42 79 

Active – Ongoing 4 14 64 

CLOSED 24 23 7 

Closed – No Further 
Action (NFA) 

2 2 4 

CLOSED- STORED AS 
INTELLIGENCE 

3 3 4 

Intelligence Report 
Disseminated 

21 7 3 

Table 2 – Source: FIA-TCI 

 

Domestic and International Requests  
The FIA actively shares information and provides 

assistance to domestic and international 

counterparts regarding AML/CFT matters. 

Information shared by the FIA with other FIUs is 

done via the EGMONT Secure Web (ESW) 

platform and information to law enforcement 

agencies is shared directly.     

During this fiscal year 2016/17, the FIA received 

60 requests for assistance; a total of 35 or 58% 

were from overseas FIUs and Foreign Law 

Enforcement Agencies (FLEAs). The remainder, 

25 or 42% came from Local Government Entities 

(LGEs) and Local Law Enforcement Agencies 

(LLEAs). Requests made to the FIA increased by 

32 or 114% when compared to the previous year 

2015/16 (28). Local requests accounted for 25 or 

42% and international requests for 35 or 58% of 

the total requests made during 2016/17 (60). 

The requests made to the FIA by LGEs and LLEAs 

came from entities such as the Financial Services 

Commission, Immigration Department, Integrity 

Commission, The Royal Turks and Caicos Islands 

Police Force (RTCIPF) and the Governor’s office. 

The FIA made a total of 114 requests to local 

government agencies, LLEAs, Foreign FIUs 

(FFIUs) and FLEAs. Local requests to government 

agencies and LLEAs accounted for 108 or 93% 

and remaining 8 or 7% were international 

requests. There was an increase of 38 or 47% in 

the number of requests made by the FIA to Local 

Government agencies, LLEAs, FFIUs and FLEAs 

when compared to the fiscal year 2015/16 (78).
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Chart 5 below shows requests made to FIA-TCI by LGEs, LLEAs, FFIUs and FFLEAs from 2014/15 to 2016/17  

 

 Chart 5 – Source: FIA-TCI 

 

Chart 6 below shows requests submitted by FIA-TCI to LGEs, LLEAs, FFIUs and FLEAs from 2014/15 to 2016/17  

 
Chart 6 – Source: FIA-TCI 
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Chart 7 below shows requests made to the FIA by LGEs, LEAs, FFIUs and FLEAs. Requests from LGEs and 

LEAs accounted for the majority of the requests made to the FIA.

 
Chart 7 – Source: FIA-TCI 

 

 
Chart 8 – Source: FIA-TCI
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Requests for Information 
 

In the execution of its statutory duties the FIA 

makes requests to various entities, government 

agencies and other persons/agencies in order to 

obtain information which aids in the proper and 

effective execution of its functions regarding 

AML/CFT. In order to conduct proper analyis it is 

important and in some cases a requirement that 

the FIA has access to information from a wide 

range of sources to enhance and evaluate the 

information presented in the SARs/STRs 

received. This is important in order to provide 

proper and useful information in response to 

requests for assistance from our counterparts 

and to develop information surrounding 

suspisicons of money laundering and terrorist 

financing. Requests for information may include 

financial, administrative, law enforcement, 

migratory checks and other details pertinent to 

carrying out the Agency’s analytical work and to 

make informed decisions regarding the 

disclosures nexus to AML/CFT.  

 

During the year 2016/17, the FIA made a total of 

471 requests for information. 146 or 31% of the 

requests were connected to SARs/STRs. 192 or 

41% were related to international requests 

made to the FIA; 100 or 21% were related to 

requests made to the FIA by our local 

counterparts and 32 or 7% made in connection 

to proactive inquiries.  

Requests made by the FIA to domestic entities 

increased by 127 or 37% when compared to the 

previous year 2015/16 (344) and a significant 

increase of 248 or 283% when compared to 

2014/15 (123). Overall, the number of requests 

by the FIA has increased over the past two years. 

This  coincides with  the increase in the number 

of     SAR/STRs received and local and 

international requests for assistance.
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SARs/STRs received and requests for domestic and international assistance. 
 

Chart 9 below shows requests made by the FIA to domestic entities including REs, LGEs, LLEAs and other entities 

locally. Most of the requests were made to Commercial banks and Government entities. Together these two 

categories accounted for 281 or 60% of the requests made by the FIA.

 

Chart 9 – Source: FIA-TCI

 

Monetary Value of SARs/STRs 
During the period under review, analysis of the 

79 SARs/STRs received showed that the 

monetary value of transactions – attempted and 

actual, equated to USD14,249,588.72.  

65 of the SARs/STRs involved actual transactions 

and accounted for USD3,335,489.41; 5 

SARs/STRs were related to indirect reporting and 

accounted for USD4,691,101.81 and 1 SAR/STR 

was related to a suspicious activity and 

accounted for USD6,000,000.00. It is important 

to note that these amounts represent figures 

that were with regard to the reporting entities  

 

suspicion and are not a representation of funds 

linked to actual crime. Such cannot be 

determined on suspicion alone and would have 

to be deduced following some judicial process. 

Submissions from Commercial Banks accounted 

for USD4,739,174.47 or 33% and real estate 

agencies/agents accounted for USD6,000,000.00 

or 42% of the total value of SARs/STRs reported 

during the period. Charts 10 and 11 show the 

breakdown of the SARs/STRs reported by 

entities and the associated values. 
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Chart 10 – Source: FIA-TCI 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 11 – Source: FIA-TCI 
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During the fiscal year 2016/17, Suspicious activity (42%), Indirect Reporting (33%) accounted for the 

majority of the value in SARs/STRs reported.
 

Q1 16/17 Q2 16/17 Q3 16/17 Q4 16/17 Total Value 

Company Service Providers 
(CSPs) 

$                          $1,355,000.00      $1,355,000.00  

Commercial Banks $1,811,535.00  $1,089,667.62  $1,467,958.00  $370,013.85  $4,739,174.47  
Insurance 
Company/Broker/Agent 

      $488,407.00  $488,407.00  

Law Firms $565,000.00      $25,847.50  $590,847.50  
Trust Companies   $10,000.00    $488,407.00  $498,407.00  
MSBs $234,397.05  $146,877.93  $191,417.77  $5,060.00  $577,752.75  
Real Estate Agency/Agent     $6,000,000.00    $6,000,000.00  
TOTAL $2,610,932.05 $2,601,545.55 $7,659,375.77 $1,377,735.35  $14,249,588.72 

Table 3 – Source: FIA-TCI

 

SARs/STRs by Customer 
(Natural and Legal Persons) 
 

During the period 2016/17, of the 79 SARs/STRs 

submitted to the FIA 72 or 91% involved natural 

persons; 12 or 15% involved legal entities. 7 or 

9% involved both natural and legal persons.  

Occupation 

Reports received by the FIA during this period 

2016/17 showed a diverse cross-section of the 

subject/s of the SARs/STRs. There were 89 

different noted occupations and business types 

among the natural and legal persons reported in 

the 79 SARs/STRs. Information was provided for 

68 individuals regarding their occupation, while 

that of ten others was unknown. 11 were related 

to legal entities. 16 or 18% of the subjects of the 

disclosures were described as business persons.  

Note that some SARs/STRs may have more than 

one legal or natural person associated with an 

individual report. 

 

 

Occupation Count 

Accountant 1 
Arms Dealer 1 
Assistant Lab Technician 1 
Attorney 2 
Business Person 16 
Carpenter 1 
CEO 1 
Chef 2 
Cleaner 1 
Construction Worker 3 
Dive Master 1 
Economist 1 
Electrician 1 
Front Office Agent 1 
Hair Dresser 1 
Head of Secretariat 1 
Hotelier 1 
Importer/Exporter 1 
Investment Banking Officer 1 
Land Surveyor 1 
Law Firm 1 
Legal Assistant 1 
Maintenance Worker 2 
Manager 1 
Mason 1 
Mechanic 1 
Nurse 1 
Other-Legal Person 11 
Painter 1 
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Plumber 1 
Property Manager 1 
Purchasing 1 
Realtor 2 
Sales Clerk 1 
Sales Executive 1 
Security Officer 3 
Student 1 
Truck Driver 2 
Unemployed 4 
Unknown 10 
Wedding Planner 1 
Not Categorized – Group SAR 2 
Grand Total 89 

Nationality of SARs/STRs subject 
The chart below depicts the nationality of the 

subjects reported in the SARs/STRs during 

2016/17 (79 SARs/STRs). Of the 79 SARs/STRs 

disclosed to the FIA, the nationalities of 83 the 

subjects were identified. The nationalities of 6 of 

the subjects were not provided4 The Turks and 

Caicos Islands accounted for the largest number 

of subjects both natural and legal persons (26 

Natural, 11 Legal); Haiti followed with 10 Natural 

persons. 

Table 4 – Source: FIA-TCI

 

 
 Chart 12 – Source: FIA-TCI 

Reason for Reporting (Indicators) 

All reporting entities are legally required to have 
a Money Laundering Reporting Officer (MLRO). 
The MLROs play a crucial role, given their 
position to identify the possible suspicious 

                                                           
4 A nationality may be classified as unknown because 
it may have not have been provided by the reporting 
entity/persons. 

activity linked to money laundering, terrorist 
financing and other predicate offences. Also, 
they have to make decisions as to whether such 
activities warrant the filing of SARs/STRs to the 
Financial Intelligence Agency.   In most cases, the 
basis of any suspicion is derived from different 
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factors such as the behaviour of customers and 
pattern of transactions. Mechanisms and 
procedures put in place by entities should be 
able to identify such unusual behaviours.  For 
example,  a customer who deposited to his or 
her account funds which were not 
commensurate with his or her salary,  
employment, usual or stated activity. Not every 
circumstance will warrant the submission of a 
SAR/STR; however, most MLROs will apply the 
necessary scrutiny of the transaction 

commensurate with their required training and 
company policies.  
 
During the period under review, the main 
indicator/reason for reporting was due to 
suspicious activity in the conduct of subject/s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chart 13 – Source: FIA-TCI

 

Indicator Amount Percentage 

Suspicious Activity 35 44% 

Indirect Reporting 9 11% 

Third Party Remittance 7 9% 

Source of Funds 5 6% 

Structuring 4 5% 

Customer Due Diligence 3 4% 

Fraud 15 19% 

- Forgery 3 4% 

- Cheque Fraud 2 3% 

- Counterfeit Note 2 3% 

- Suspicious 
Identification 
Document 

2 3% 

- Fraudulent Internet 
Transfer 

3 4% 

- Attempted Fraud 2 3% 

- Fraudulent Activity 1 1% 

Declined Business 1 1% 

Grand Total 79  

Table 5 – Source: FIA-TCI 
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Suspicious Activity 
35 SARs/STRs received during the period under 
review related to the general suspicious nature 
of transactions conducted by the subject/s.  The 
suspicious nature of many of the submissions to 
the FIA were based on different factors. Entities 
which have controls in place, detect unusual 
transactions which may not be commensurate or 
in line with the customer’s normal transactions 
or account activities.  
 
Some of the activities considered suspicious 
were the remittance of large amounts of funds 
overseas within a short period by customers or 
where the customer’s remittance pattern 
increased drastically. The FIA analyzed several of 
these reports and did not find anything to 
suggest that the subjects may have been 
engaged in money laundering or terrorist 
financing and most appeared to have been 
sending funds to family members and friends. 
A few reports were triggered based on activity 
inconsistent with the subjects’ account profile 
while some others involved activities connected 
with jurisdictions that have lax AML/CFT 
regimes. 
 
 

Indirect Reporting 
Indirect reporting was the second most common 

reason for the submissions of SARs/STRs.  

Reporting entities during the course of 

conducting customer due diligence or ongoing 

monitoring may utilise open source searches to 

help gather information on clients/customers 

and prospective clients as part of their risk 

mitigating procedures.  In some instances, the 

discovery of adverse information in the media 

concerning a client or prospective client may 

prompt entities to apply further scrutiny to their 

clients as to whether there should be a 

continuation of the business relationship or to 

decline a certain line of business. 

The FIA received 9 SARs/STRs related to adverse 

media information, however, of concern was 

that none of those reports identified any 

suspicion on the part of the customer where 

they may have used the services of the reporting 

entity to commit money laundering, terrorist 

financing or other predicate offences.  The FIA 

routinely engages entities making such 

submissions as part of its feedback on SAR/STR 

reports to inform them of such deficiencies and 

how the report will be handled. Reports received 

of this type were recorded as intelligence. 

 

Third Party Remittances 
The FIA received 7 SARs/STRS from MSBs 
regarding different customers with no apparent 
connection to each other who remitted funds to 
the same individual in another jurisdiction on 
behalf of a third party. FIA inquiries revealed that 
the third party appeared to be a person of 
interest in another jurisdiction and may have 
been attempting to conceal his presence in the 
Turks and Caicos Islands. This revelation was 
passed on to relevant authorities. 
 

Source of Funds 
The FIA received 5 SARs/SARs from entities 

concerning source of funds.  In circumstances 

involving cash deposits, the receipt of a wire 

transfer, or remittances over a certain threshold 

entities normally request information from 

customers as to their source of funds. For 

example, an inward wire transfer from overseas 

from an unknown sender, may prompt the entity 

to request to have more information on the 

sender, the purpose of the funds and other 

information to substantiate their queries.  This is 

not just done for the sake of asking, but because 

of their own internal policies and controls and to 

mitigate any risk of their services being used for 

money laundering or terrorist financing 

purposes where client’s source of funds or 

purpose of funds could not be verified by the 

institution.  
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Structuring 
The FIA received 4 SARs/STRs regarding 

customers who appeared to have structured the 

transfer of funds in multiple transactions from 

the Turks and Caicos Islands to other countries 

via a MSB to circumvent reporting requirements. 

The Turks and Caicos Islands does not have in its 

laws a set threshold reporting requirement, 

however, financial entities have established 

their own internal thresholds. When   customers 

use the services of these entities whether to wire 

or remit funds over a certain amount, they are 

required to complete a source of funds 

declaration form. Customers may circumvent 

such by conducting multiple transactions.  The 

FIA did not find anything to suggest the subjects 

of these reports were engaged in money 

laundering or terrorist financing.  

 

Counterfeit Note 
The FIA received 2 SARs/STRs where customers 

presented US currency to a business. Upon 

verification, the notes were fake.  It is important 

for cash based entities to scrutinize notes paid by 

their customers into their businesses for services 

rendered.  

Suspicious Identification Documents 
From time to time, the FIA receives reports of 

customers using multiple similar identification 

documents when doing businesses. A customer 

might use an ID from his or her country, and the 

appearance of the document might bring about 

a level of suspicion by an entity if they are not 

familiar with such identification. Other issues 

have arisen where persons have multiple names 

which are recorded differently on different types 

of ID. Verification of such by entities for persons 

from other countries has been reported as a 

challenge. On the other hand, identification 

documents issued to those persons in the Turks 

and Caicos Islands may only carry one of the last 

names or record dates of birth differently.  

Individuals may also present, at different times 

IDs issued in their countries or in the Turks and 

Caicos Islands to do business especially with 

MSBs. Entities have identified verification of 

identification documents as an issue, since such 

inconsistencies arouse suspicion even though 

the IDs may not be fake. 

  

Customer Due Diligence 
The FIA received 3 SARs/STRs regarding clients 

who failed to provide initial or supplementary 

data for customer due diligence (CDD); CDD 

assists institutions in getting to know their 

customer and identifying the ultimate beneficial 

owner. 

Fraud, Fraudulent Activity and Attempted 

Fraud 
The FIA continued to see several suspicious 

activity reports in relation to fraud. Under this 

category, the FIA has received submissions 

regarding fraudulent internet transfers and 

counterfeit cheques. Other reports were related 

to attempted wire frauds. 

Forgery  
Forgeries occur when an original document has 
been altered or a signature has been recreated 
by someone other than the original person; 
forgeries could include documents and 
signatures. The FIA received SARs/STRs 
regarding documents presented which appeared 
to be forged or altered. For example, a customer 
cashed a cheque which was later discovered to 
have been altered from the original amount.  
Also, in another case a customer in the process 
of securing a loan produced a document which 
was purported to have come from their place of 
employment, however, the document was 
discovered to be forged.  
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Cheque Fraud 
Internet scammers and fraudsters use many 

different means to defraud others. One such 

method is the use of fraudulent cheques in 

overpayment scams. The FIA received SARs/STRs 

where customers presented and attempted to 

deposit to their accounts high value cheques to 

be drawn on known overseas financial 

institutions. Upon further investigation, the 

institutions discovered that the cheques were 

part of a fraudulent scheme. Over payment 

scams has many variations. Fraudsters actively 

seek out prospective victims which can be 

individuals or entities.  Fraudsters may give the 

impression that they need the assistance of 

persons to provide a service at an agreed price, 

the person receives in the mail a cheque over the 

value for the service as agreed. The person with 

the belief the cheque is genuine deposits it to 

their account. The fraudster then requests that 

the excess amount be sent bank to them in most 

cases via money remittance services. Before the 

cheque is cleared by the Financial entity, the 

person remitting the funds was advised by the FI 

that the cheque is fraudulent. Once the fraudster 

receives the funds, there is often little that can 

be done. The person is now out of pocket and 

may have to repay their financial institution. 

 

Fraudulent Internet Transfers 
Perpetrators of fraud use the internet to 

befriend potential victims. The Individual is given 

the impression that they are given a job to test 

the services of the MSBs and is asked to give 

their bank account number so that the funds 

could be transferred to their accounts. Once the 

funds are deposited to their account, they are 

told to keep a portion of the funds and remit the 

remainder to the name and country given by the 

                                                           
5 Email Spoofing – This is the forgery of an email header so 

that the message appears to have originated from 
someone or somewhere other than the actual source. The 

fraudster. The individual or customer of the bank 

was later informed the funds transferred to their 

accounts were unauthorized transfers from 

another account within the same bank.   

  

Attempted Fraud 
As with fraudulent internet transfers, the FIA 

received from different entities several reports 

of attempted wire frauds.   In each attempt, the 

perpetrators sent emails to the entities with 

instructions for wire transfers purported to have 

come from the email accounts of known 

client/customer. In this instance, due to the 

entities internal processes, the efforts of the 

perpetrators were fruitless.  Both reports 

revealed signs of email compromise. In one case 

the client’s email was spoofed5 

Declined Business 
The FIA received a SAR/STR regarding an 

institution which declined to on board a client 

due to lack of information provided and the 

inherent risk that would accompany the 

onboarding of the client. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

goal of Email Spoofing is to make the receiver believe that 
the message came from a legitimate and sometimes 
known source. 
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Trends and Typologies 
 

During this fiscal year 2016/17, the majority of 

the SARs/STRs reported were from the MSBs. 

There has been an increase over the past 3 

fiscal years from the MSB sector. Generally, 

reports which have been received from the 

MSBs are because of clients’ increased 

remittance pattern when compared to their 

historical profile. Also, the commission of fraud 

through email compromise has continued to 

feature in reports to the FIA. 

 

Typology: Email Compromise/internet transfer 

The FIA also noted that there were a few 

SARs/STRs which were disclosed because of 

hacking of persons’ email accounts. 

Example  

Customer “A” of Financial Institution “X” alerts X 

in country 1 that funds were transferred from A’s 

account without their consent and knowledge to 

an individual “C” who has an account with the 

same institution. 

In at least 3 cases it was further identified that C 

was contacted by an unknown individual D who 

solicited their help to receive funds on their 

account. The funds were transferred from A’s 

account to C’s account. Subsequently, individual 

“C” received instructions to take a percentage of 

the funds and remit the remainder via MSB to 

individual Z in Country 2. 

Indicators 

• The use of phishing schemes by 

fraudsters which enabled them to 

accessed the customer bank account 

online 

• The use of social media to befriend 

unsuspecting individuals to receive 

funds in their account; 

• Customer A and C were with the same 

bank which made the transaction easier 

and without any initial scrutiny by the 

bank. 

• Payment offered for the receipt and 

remitting of the funds; 

• The use of Money Service Business to 

transmit the funds to the recipient in a 

country where the recipient is harder to 

trace once the money is received. 

• The individual who befriended “C” may 

or may not be the same individual who 

received the funds in country 2. 
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FIA ACTIVITIES 
 

Turks and Caicos Islands Exit of CFATF 3rd 

Round Follow Up Process  
On Wednesday, June 8, 2016, in Montego Bay, 
Jamaica, at the 43rd Plenary of the Caribbean 
Financial Action Task Force (CFATF) it was 
determined that the Turks and Caicos Islands 
had made significant progress in addressing the 
deficiencies identified in the 2008 3rd Round 
Mutual Evaluation Report. It concluded that the 
Turks and Caicos Islands are now largely 
compliant with the Financial Action Task Force 
(FATF) Core and Key Recommendations and, 
thus, can exit the regular follow-up process. To 
make this determination, the CFATF conducted a 
robust desk-top review of the legislative and 
administrative measures undertaken by the 
Turks and Caicos Islands to address deficiencies 
in its regime to combat money laundering and 
terrorist financing. It was noted in the media 
release the contribution of various entities and 
stakeholders in achieving this milestone of which 
the FIA formed part.  
 
 

FINTRAC SAR/STR Workshop – Miami, 

Florida USA  
During Q1, one of the FIA’s staff attended a 
workshop hosted by FINTRAC which was geared 
at sharing methods, tools and best practices 
used to enhance the quality of disclosures made 
to FIUs. Techniques which can be used by the 
regulators when conducting examinations and 
best practices which would enhance compliance 
were also explored. Guest speakers from United 
States Treasury Department’s Financial 
Intelligence Centre (FINCEN) gave insight on 
intelligence gathering and compliance from the 
USA’s perspective. The workshop has helped the 
FIA to increase the competency and capacity of 
its nominee to confidently address and work 
with reporting entities on issues related to 
SAR/STR quality.  
 

 
Participants of FINTRAC SAR/STR Workshop – Miami, USA 

 

EGMONT Meeting  
In September, the Director of the FIA attended 
the EGMONT Policy and Procedures Working 
Group (PPWG) meeting in Doha, Qatar. The 
PPWG is responsible for operational policy and 
advice on strategic issues affecting the Egmont 
Group (EG), including coordination across the EG 
and with partner organizations. This meeting 
formed part of efforts by EGMONT members to 
host various working groups following the 
cancellation of the EGMONT Plenary which was 
to be held in Turkey but was impacted by 
security concerns related to terrorism activities 
and social unrest there. 
 

Outreach and Awareness  
In September, the FIA expanded its outreach by 
conducting AML/CFT awareness for Police 
recruits. The first locally trained squad in 4 years. 
The feedback so far has indicated that we have a 
cadre of officers who are now more aware and 
tuned in to matters of AML/CFT as they begin 
their careers in law enforcement. 
 

During the third quarter the FIA made 
presentations at a local law firm (13 persons) and 
a joint presentation to an MSB (21 persons), this 
was a joint presentation with the Financial 
Services Commission. A total of 34 persons 
benefitted from these presentations which 
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covered suspicious activity, suspicious activity 
reporting, risks to MSBs, ML offences and 
penalties, ML indicators and general money 
laundering and terrorist financing awareness. 
 

 

Appointment of New Chair Person 
In December 2016, the FIA welcomed its first 
Chairperson of the Board, Ms. Edith Cox. Ms. 
Cox, originally from the island of South Caicos 
(part of the Turks and Caicos Islands archipelago) 
is well known in the Turks and Caicos Islands 
community. She is a Certified Public Accountant 
and has vast experience in finance and business. 
She is presently the Finance Director of KH 
Capital Group which comprises a chain of 
supermarkets and other businesses. 
 

Enhancement in FIA systems  
During the period under review, the FIA saw the 
installation of its new server and network 
equipment housed in a secure and dedicated 
location. The systems enhance the FIA’s 
capabilities in storing and accessing confidential 
information. It also increased the FIA’s 
capabilities in securing the information from 
unauthorised access with the implementation of 
its firewall and internet security system.  

 

Security Systems Installed  
The FIA installed a Closed-Circuit TV (CCTV) 
system and a security alarm system for the 
monitoring of its offices and protection of its 
staff and assets. Access control systems are also 
in the process of being installed to control the 
access to and from the offices.  
 

Inter-Agency Cooperation  
The FIA assisted the Royal Turks and Caicos 
Islands Police Force – Financial Crime Unit (FCU) 
with the creation of a centralized database to 
store and access information and crimes 
reported to the unit. With the setup of this 
database the FCU can now record crimes and 
information in an efficient manner. This will in 
turn enhance data analysis and statistics 
preparation. 
 

As part of its efforts to enhance domestic 

cooperation the FIA signed Memoranda of 

Understanding with the National Insurance 

Board – July 2016 and the Financial Services 

Commission in August 2016. 

 

 

ENDS 
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